GMLP, with your support, completed Plan B, a virtual Birthday celebration in honor of
George and his Legacy of charity. This began and concluded with Two amazing raffles
which raised along with orders purchased from the Shop and Give store a total of
$3,110.00. What a tremendous accomplishment!
First a quick backstory of this coming together:...at the beginning of this year GMLP
was ready early for it's trip to Goring and George's 2020 birthday celebration. Packing
our suitcases, 5 filled with product, was all that was left to do. Our plans included
preparing Two days worth of merchandise with 100% of the proceeds in honor of 3
causes that were very dear to George:
1. Fighting the stigma of mental illness - the American Foundation for Suicide
Prevention
2. Animal welfare - Old Friends senior dog sanctuary
3. A special fund - St. Thomas Church Organ Restoration Project.
As in the past, for this annual celebration of life since George's passing, the GMLP
trustee's personal donations allowed 100% of all proceeds to be shared between the 3
causes. This also is possible because of the generosity and friendship of Nicole and
Barbara's Antique Bric-n-Brac shop, allowing us space out front of the store to display
all. And then mid-March....our plans came to a screeching halt.
The unfortunate situation of the Pandemic, first and foremost, was to be kept safe and
comply with all rules presented to us. At that moment, Jo, Kelly, Ann and Myself,
decided a commitment we made and intended to keep, not only to ourselves, to all
Lovelies around the world, but in honor of George's generous heart. On June 25
through September 14th we held a virtual fundraising event starting and ending with
raffles and all the products prepared for Goring available in our Shop-n-Give Store.

We couldn't have done this without all of you, your generosity will donate funds to help
fight the stigma of suicide, provide bundles of Hope to dogs living out their senior years
peacefully and well cared for, and especially for George's love of the beautiful Tower and
Church of St. Thomas, beginning their appeal to raise funds on behalf of George's
Lovelies around the world, so the Church organ can be restored. How George loved
hearing the bells and music played.
Now, as the stars have aligned, GMLP was offered the chance to have a small space in
Barbara's Bric -n- Brac Shop which Lovelies will have the opportunity to obtain our
items with 100% of sales which will benefit the St. Thomas Church Organ Restoration
Fund.
To date £445.30 (approx. $576.00) has been raised at the shop. This project has a
permanent place on the GMLP website as we continue it's fundraising with the hope of
celebrating next June with a program of George's Music opening the weekend
celebration.Every day is a celebration of George's life and Legacy of Charity at GMLP.
We will continue our mission, his message of giving back, united together making a
difference, all of us, in many ways. Because of this, George's love and kindness will live
forever.
Be safe, Have Hope, and Keep the Faith....
Sallyann, Jo, Kelly & Ann
Team GMLP (PS: Be on the lookout for a special thank you via email

